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Abstract

Virtual Reality (VR) has become a useful tool in psychological therapy, rehabilitation, and basic research. It

provides the therapist or scientist with high ecological validity and complete control over multimodal stimuli and

the virtual environment. To build lifelike virtual environments, commercial software or game engines are often

used. On the other hand, many psychological experiments require an accurate timing of presented stimuli and

user reactions, which is not easily obtained by modern hard- and software systems. In this work, we present

a VR software for psychological experiments which combines modern computer graphics and Virtual Reality

techniques with accurate stimulus and event control. We describe the system features and possibilities for VR-

based experiment generation and propose approaches for precise stimulus and event timing. These approaches

are evaluated for achievable accuracy in stimulus control and performance monitoring within typical virtual

environments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Measurement Tech-
niques, I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Virtual Reality, J.4 [Social and Behavioral Science]: Psychology

1. Introduction

Virtual Reality (VR) has found its way into psychological
research in the last decade. VR applications are used as
research methods in general psychology, neuropsychology,
clinical psychology, motor rehabilitation, and in various ap-
plied disciplines. Due to its advantages, which are high eco-
logical validity (in short: the degree to which observed be-
havior in a study reflect the real-world behavior), high exper-
imental control, high generalizability of experimental find-
ings, high experimental realism, and the ease of implemen-
tation and conduction of experiments [LBB99], more and
more areas of application were discovered especially in ther-
apy, rehabilitation, and basic research. On the other hand
Virtual Reality is examined as research topic. For example,
basic research is concerned with the influences of 3D presen-
tation, depth perception, visuomotor coordination, and the
influence of visualization techniques on memorizing and en-
coding processes.

In [RK05], Rizzo et al. systematically assess strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats to the field of VR re-
habilitation and therapy. One weakness reported is the miss-

ing flexibility and compability of software tools. Platform
compatibility concerns operating systems as well as applied
hardware (trackers, input devices, etc.). Common users are
only familiar with a specific operating system. The number
of available VR hardware is restricted and existent systems
should be useable for different tasks.

Furthermore, it has also been criticized that due to a lack
of interoperable and flexible systems, the set-up costs for
VR studies are too high [Riv05] [RK05]. Many applications
are one-off creations and are restricted to a proprietary hard-
ware and software. One way to shorten the set-up time is
the usage of existent software which provides plenty of re-
quired functionality. In the field of psychotherapy, especially
in exposure therapy, the usage of game engines has become
common. Game engines provide a rich set of functional-
ity to enable high ecological validity while maintaining a
flexible interface to define the virtual world. This separa-
tion of content and functionality allows a use in different ap-
plication areas [LJ02]. Functionally, game engines provide,
among others, modern graphics techniques, multimodal out-
put, physics, collision detection, particle systems, and hu-
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manoids. The behavior of humanoids or objects as well as
the layout of the environment can be defined on top of the
game engine’s core system. However, exact determination of
the duration of a stimulus presentation, as well as measure-
ment of the reaction times of users require changes in the
engine’s core, which is typically optimized for performance
and not for accuracy.

Software toolkits that provide an accurate control of stim-
uli and measurement of reaction times are widely used for
computer-based experiments in basic (neuro)psychological
research. As accurate timing is a problem with modern mul-
titasking operating systems, numerous software solutions are
designed for the MS-DOS operating system or do not sup-
port Virtual Reality methods. Solutions for modern operat-
ing systems provide mostly primitive or two-dimensional
stimuli only. In addition, to measure reaction times within
millisecond accuracy, special hardware or additional soft-
ware is required.

These two different types of software (i.e., game engines
and psychological experiment generators) provide solutions
specialized for the two major benefits of VR in neuroscien-
tific experiments: high ecological validity on the one side,
and high stimulus control and exact performance measure-
ment on the other side. But, for accurate and valid experi-
ments in virtual environments a combination of both types
of software is required.

We introduce an in-between solution that has already been
applied to a large number of (neuro)psychological experi-
ments from different areas. The software system applied is
called ReactorMan. It was designed to enable incomplex
and flexible implementation of psychological experiments
in virtual environments. In contrast to other software solu-
tions, accuracy together with reusability were the main de-
sign goals right from the start. ReactorMan combines func-
tions from modern computer graphics (scripting, avatars,
shadows, large scene rendering), Virtual Reality (stereo ren-
dering, VR hardware, acoustics), and software methods used
in neuropsychological tools for precision and timing. It ad-
dresses commonly criticized weak points of today’s VR soft-
ware systems applied in psychological research. Reactor-
Man allows for the design and execution of accurate psy-
chological experiments inside virtual environments.

The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we will
give a short overview about existing software systems used
in neuroscientific experiments and VR-based studies. There-
after, we give an overview of the ReactorMan system and
its features in section 3. Section 4 illustrates the design
of experiments using ReactorMan. The following section 5
discusses issues for accurate timing within virtual environ-
ments, which are evaluated in section 6. In section 7, we
discuss the presented approaches and achieved results from
a psychological point of view, followed by a conclusion and
an outlook for future work.

2. Related work

The measurement of accurate reaction times in computer-
generated psychological experiments is vital for many re-
search studies. Several solutions are published or available
within commercial software. The TAP software package
[ZF02], available for MS-DOS and recently Windows sys-
tems, provides a rich set of attention-related tests. Most of
these tests are reaction-time tasks with low complexity al-
lowing the evaluation of very specific deficiencies. The cur-
rent version uses a special stripped down Windows platform
in combination with parallel port attached response devices
to achieve high measurement accuracy. Tscope [SLVV06] is
a C library providing timing functionality as well as basic
graphics and sound. Experimenters can use Tscope to pro-
gram their own experiments in C code. While this allows for
very flexible experiment implementation, programming and
creating efficient software is not easy for novice program-
mers. The DMDX software [FF03] uses DirectX for accu-
rate video and audio control. The system generates frames
in advance to avoid displaying delays. DMDX is written for
Windows systems and therefore uses specialized functions
provided by the operating system to achieve accuracy. Sev-
eral other commercial experiment generators like E-Prime,
Presentation, etc. are available. Unfortunately, most com-
mercial experiment generators do not provide source code
for independent testing and evaluation of their accuracy.

Concerning the field of VR-based psychological research,
a large variety of different projects exists. A good overview
of several fields of social and behavioral psychology can be
found in [Riv05]. The Virtual Classroom software targets at
assessment and treatment of attention processes, especially
ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorders) in children.
The user sits inside a virtual classroom using an HMD and
has to fulfill attention tasks. The experimenter can control
different types of distractions (cars outside, people enter-
ing the room, noise, etc.), and the user’s performance val-
ues are recorded. The later version of the Virtual Classroom
[RBB∗06] is based on the Unreal game engine for more so-
phisticated graphics. The authors mention the rapid proto-
typing possibilities as well as the drawbacks, which include
heavy modifications on the engine to add required functions.
The system was later used for other tasks like the Stroop test,
and enhanced to support room-mounted display systems.
Hoffmann et al. [HPM∗04] created SnowWorld, a virtual
environment applied in clinical pain control. The system is
combined with fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing) to measure pain-related brain activity. The virtual world
is created with the VirTools software. Furthermore, the vir-
tual city of Tübingen [MOB01] is used to assess human navi-
gation and orientation abilities. Here, modern graphics cards
techniques were applied to interactively display and navigate
inside an environment consisting of high-quality textures.
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Figure 1: Scheme of ReactorMan’s software components.

Main part is the Experiment Manager, which mediates in-

formation from all other managers.

The NeuroMan software focuses on neuropsychological
experiments in virtual environments [VAD∗03]. The exper-
iment is defined in a scripting language and presented in
an interactive virtual environment. The system records user
interactions for off-line analysis, and enables accurate re-
action time monitoring using special hardware. NeuroMan
was successfully applied in several projects to study depth
perception [AWV∗06], psychomotor behavior, brain activ-
ities while manipulating virtual objects, sleep deprivation
[HVK∗05], and several other (neuro)psychological prob-
lems.

The described systems provide solutions specialized ei-
ther for accurate stimulus presentation and monitoring or
immersive virtual environments. Some are created for spe-
cific psychological questions or therapies, while a few en-
able flexible definition of the analyzed scenario. Besides
NeuroMan, none of these systems addresses timing accuracy
combined with Virtual Reality techniques.

3. System overview

The ReactorMan system is an extension of the NeuroMan
framework [VAD∗03]. Based on this basic framework, the
system has been enhanced to modern graphics features and
a broad field of study and therapy functionality. ReactorMan
bases on open software packages: OpenSG is used for scene
graph management and rendering, OpenAL is applied for
auditive stimuli. Compared to most commercial experiment
toolkits using DirectX, the usage of OpenGL and OpenAL
provides a very portable solution running on several opera-
ting systems. For Virtual Reality functionality, ReactorMan
bases on the VR toolkit ViSTA and its multimodal inter-
faces [ALK05]. The animated virtual humanoids are based
on the h-anim standard as provided by the VRZula module of
ViSTA [VKB06]. Experiments are designed and controlled
by the Lua scripting language.

The integration of open software modules allows for an
easy deployment process, a good system portability, and it
is essential for accurate system control as will be explained

in section 5. As portability between display systems and op-
erating systems is a basic principle of ViSTA, ReactorMan
also runs on different platforms and was already applied with
different VR display systems (e.g., HMDs, PowerWalls, a
Workbench, a CAVE-like environment), tracking hardware
(e.g., Flock of Birds, Polhemus, A.R.T. and Qualisys opti-
cal tracking) and special VR hardware (e.g., different data-
gloves, spacemice). The flexibility of the ReactorMan soft-
ware counteracts the compability weakness of other software
systems mentioned by [RK05].

The software scheme is depicted in figure 1. The decom-
position into software modules allows for easy expansion
and enhancement of functionality. Core module is the Exper-
iment Manager (EM). It manages the execution and content
of the current experiment. The experiment itself is created
by the Experiment Builder, which parses the Lua file descri-
bing the experiment. The experiment design is explained in
more detail in section 4. The functions of the three remaining
managers are straightforward: special devices (i.e., devices
not handled by the VR system), navigation metaphors, and
auditive stimuli. All three managers communicate only with
the EM, changing or reacting to the current experiment. Spe-
cial devices include the hardware reaction time device men-
tioned in section 5.1, custom-built devices using the parallel
port for input or output, and a device for synchronizing the
experiment with an external fMRI trigger signal.

For stimulus presentation, besides basic primitives and ge-
ometry formats, ReactorMan provides several possibilities
typically not found in experiment generator software. The
OpenSG toolkit integrates several modern computer graph-
ics techniques. For example, shadows in virtual scenes are
an important depth cue, but are not supported by most ex-
periment toolkits. In addition, OpenSG provides methods for
efficient rendering of large scenes and complex models.

Virtual humanoids can be used either as animated agents
that populate the virtual environment, or as avatars (i.e., vir-
tual user representations). One main feature of avatars in Re-
actorMan is motion tracking. The user is configured with
sensors, or special input hardware, like data gloves, whose
motion is mapped on the kinematics of the virtual humanoid.

For accurate sound generation within virtual environ-
ments, the ViSTA binaural acoustics system [ALK05] is in-
tegrated. Arbitrary sound can be generated even at head-near
positions for a moving listener. Only two loudspeakers and
a tracking system are needed to apply this system.

4. Experiment design and execution

The separation of content and functionality is a concept
found in all modern games. A game engine provides func-
tionality, while the content is out-sourced in runtime inter-
pretable scripts. ReactorMan uses the same concept by ap-
plying the Lua scripting language. Lua is a small, fast, and
easy to learn language. For example, variables in Lua are
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Figure 2: Screenshots of typical ReactorMan scenes. Left: Basic objects with shadows. Right: Moving avatar inside a city.

dynamically typed, which is an easy to understand concept
for novice programmers. In addition, we do not stub the Re-
actorMan software core completely, but instead provide ac-
cess to the ReactorMan core only at dedicated control points.
While this prohibits the experiment designer to use every
function at will, at the same time, comprehension for novice
programmers is improved. In addition, the restricted control
flow allows for higher performance, as all time-critical and
complex tasks are done and measured in the core system.

To further increase the design convenience, the experi-
ment designer can make use of a special ReactorMan lan-
guage on top of Lua. This language consists of a restricted
vocabulary commonly used by psychological experimenters
(e.g., terms like sessions, blocks, trials, or stimuli). Most ba-
sic experiments can be built using this restricted language.
At any time, the full Lua language can be applied to imple-
ment more sophisticated sequences.

Figure 3 shows a small example: The scene stimulus con-
tains a geometry and a moving h-anim humanoid called
judy. A new, unnamed trial is created which presents the
stimulus scene for 500 ms at a predefined position posi-

tion_left. Additionally, on each event of the device named
HEAD (which is the head’s tracker sensor), a function vali-

date_users_view_direction is called.

The experiment script is split into two basic parts. First,
the experiment setup describes the experiment sequence and
the definition of the virtual world and its objects (in the ex-
ample: NewTrial, DoScene, AddGeometry, AddAvatar). This
includes the definition of a world, through which the user
can navigate, a definition of visual and acoustic stimuli, in-
cluding virtual humanoids, and the breakdown of the exper-
iment into repeatable sessions, blocks, and trials. Second,
the implementation of control points allows for dynamic be-
havior during execution, that is the reaction on user or sys-

-- ReactorMan example

stimulus = NewScene ()

AddGeometry ("table.wrl")

judy = AddAvatar ("judy.wrl",

"judy_greeting.bvh")

NewTrial()

DoScene (stimulus, 500 ms, position_left)

RegisterEvent ("HEAD",

"validate_users_view_direction")

Figure 3: Example of the ReactorMan scripting language.

A simple trial with a geometry and a moving virtual human

is created. Events of the head sensor are processed by a Lua

function named "validate_users_view_direction".

tem events (in the example: RegisterEvent and the Lua func-
tion validate_users_view_direction). Typical user events are
movements or button presses, common system events in-
clude timers or collisions. Figure 2 shows screenshots of ex-
emplary scenes built with the ReactorMan language.

5. Accuracy of measurements

The measurement of reaction times is crucial for certain psy-
chological experiments. Reaction time is defined as the time
span between the appearance of a multimodal stimulus and
the reaction of the user. As the experimenter is interested in
induced reaction time differences, the measurement should
be as accurate as possible. The accuracy of a reaction time
depends on the exact stimulus presentation time as well as
the exact detection of the user’s response. With the growing
functionality and complexity of today’s computer systems,
the measurement of these points in time is not trivial for se-
veral reasons:
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• Modern operating systems may interrupt the application
or one thread of the application for the execution of
other kernel or user programs. I/O operations like memory
swapping or file access may block the application, too.

• Underlying software layers may introduce latencies. This
includes used toolkits (e.g., scenegraphs, audio systems,
haptics systems) or driver software. A detailed know-
ledge of the guaranteed functionality of applied software
is therefore needed.

• The hardware components themselves may have a high
or variable latency. For example, CRT monitors are more
suitable for accurate presentation of visual stimuli than
LCD displays, as some LCD displays need 10-20 ms to
reach full brightness [PHT04].

To provide accurate timings, special care in the develop-
ment of measurement software has to be taken. ReactorMan
tries to avoid any file I/O during execution, that is loading
stimuli as well as writing log files. High frequent or block-
ing functions are executed in own threads [VAKB04].

While careful software design assists precise timing, no
guarantees about timing precision or validations of reaction
times can be made. Without statements about measurement
accuracy, the system is not suitable for many psychological
problems. The ReactorMan system provides two approaches
to solve the timing accuracy problem: a hardware-based so-
lution that uses external sensors and a software approach.
Both solutions are applicable in virtual environments.

5.1. Hardware timing

The most accurate solution is to use special hardware that
measures the physical appearance of a stimulus and the
user’s reaction directly. Without inaccurate or unknown
computer hardware or software in-between, a high accuracy
can be guaranteed. [VAKB04] presented such a solution for
the ReactorMan software. This hardware system measures
reaction times for visual stimuli using an optical sensor and
button presses to a special device with an error of less than
0.01 milliseconds.

The system has been enhanced by additional stimuli sen-
sors and reaction devices. First, the optical sensor can be
replaced by an acoustical threshold hardware that reacts to a
certain amount of noise produced by loudspeakers. Second,
the reaction buttons may be exchanged by a proximity sen-
sor. The user has to touch the sensor, which signals as soon
as the touch ends. This device is used for experiments where
users wait in a predefined position for stimuli and directly
react to them (e.g., grasping or reaching for visual stimuli).

Drawbacks of the hardware solution are the efforts for
building and maintaining the hardware, as well as their
limited application to certain display and interaction de-
vices. The reaction buttons are custom-built, which makes
it difficult to use existent interaction devices like wands or
spacemice.

Figure 4: Timeline for the occurence of a real event. Two

times are measured, t1 before a software event is checked

and t4 after the software event is detected. t4 is the reported

event time, the time span t4 − t1 is its uncertainty.

5.2. Software timing

Measuring accurate software timings is nearly impossible
without detailed knowledge about the used operating sys-
tem, drivers, and hardware. As we like to provide basic tim-
ing functions on a portable layer, we abandon measuring ex-
act times. Instead, we use a software scheme which tries to
measure as good as possible and report an uncertainty or er-
ror value about all measurements made. The scheme used is
based on the scheme described in [SLVV06]. Some commer-
cial software systems like Presentation report in their docu-
mentation similar schemes. Therefore, monitoring measure-
ment errors is an accredited method for many psychological
studies.

Its idea is depicted in figure 4. As this is a software ap-
proach, one has to distinguish the time of the real occurance
of an event and the time the software notices this event. We
will refer to the latter as software event time. The software
uses a function named checkevent to inspect if the software
event has occured. A software event is generated if a real
event from the hardware device has been propagated to the
applications software layer (i.e., through all hardware com-
ponents, the operating system, and drivers). Let t1 be the
time where the software event was reliably not noticed via
checkevent. This is a timestamp measured just before a non-
successful checkevent call. Further, t4 is the time where the
software event was reliably noticed. This is a timestamp
just after a successfull checkevent call. Then, the software
event has taken place between t1 and t4. t2 is not reliable,
as the software event could have occured between the non-
successful checkevent and the measurement of t2. t3 corre-
sponds to t1 in the next loop iteration. It must be remarked
that the real event may have occured before t1, but the asso-
ciated software event occured reliably after t1. The system
reports t4 as event time and the time span t4 − t1 as uncer-
tainty value. This corresponds to a worst case measurement
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of the event, the user is free to use any point between t1 and
t4 for the analysis.

While this measuring scheme is used for all events, for
generating low uncertainties special care has to be taken. In
the following, we restrict ourself to the appearance of visual
stimuli and a button press reaction transmitted via the paral-
lel port.

For measuring the stimulus appearance time, OpenGL
functionality provided by OpenSG is used. Calls to glFinish

and glutSwapBuffers are therefore removed from OpenSG.
[Ste06a] evaluated rendering using only OpenGL on linux
systems and showed its accuracy. As the appearance time on
the screen is important, the vertical synchronization with the
display device must be activated. While this option is typ-
ically turned off for higher performance, images are only
displayed to the user with respect to the display device’s
update rate. In the rendering loop, after all data for a new
image has been prepared and is ready, the system estimates
the next time for the vertical synchronization. Using a dou-
ble buffered approach, the frame buffer swapping is delayed
just before the next resynchronization. If the rendering into
the frame buffer is slower than the monitor’s refresh rate,
one or more synchronization points are missed. When the
estimated time is reached, the buffer swap is called and en-
sured to be completed using glFinish. The more accurate the
synchronization time estimation, the lower is the uncertainty.

As for the reaction device, we recommend using parallel
port devices. While most modern PCs are not equipped with
parallel ports any more, the parallel port is reported to have
least hardware latency [Ste06b]. Checking input devices in-
side the rendering loop, i.e., frame-synchronous, is not accu-
rate enough, especially if the rendering loop is synchronized
with the display device as above. Observed input devices are
therefore checked using a separate thread which polls the ap-
propriate checkevent function. Polling is done here to ensure
that the system does not suspend the thread without the ap-
plication noticing it. Thread suspension of this polling thread
is detected with the uncertainty measure, as any delay in the
interesting loop iteration will affect the time span t4 − t1.

It should be mentioned that when using any kind of soft-
ware measurement, the user must be informed about latency
or jitter of applied hardware and software components. Even
a single delay-inducing component may result in inaccurate
measurements. While the software approach is less accurate
and must be used with care depending on the required accu-
racy, it does not depend on external hardware and is therefore
useable in a more flexible way.

6. Results

We evaluated the software measuring approach using dif-
ferent PC hardware, display systems and scenes. The hard-
ware systems used are specified in table 1. System A was
equipped with a standard CRT monitor. Two monitors were

Table 1: Applied PC systems with different display devices.

System Description
A NVIDIA GeForce 6600 GT

CRT monitor, 1280 × 1024 at 75 Hz
Intel Pentium 4 3.0 GHz 1 GB RAM

B NVIDIA GeForce 6800 Ultra
Two CRT monitors, 2560 × 1024 at 60 Hz
Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz 2 GB RAM

C NVIDIA Quadro FX 4400
Workbench active stereo, 1280 × 2048 at 75 Hz
Dual Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz 2 GB RAM

Figure 5: Influence of tracking and interaction on the uncer-

tainty values of the parallel port input device (measured on

system C).

attached to system B’s two graphics outputs, rendering left
and right eye view like on HMD’s or passive stereo systems.
System C is used to drive an active-stereo Workbench.

For testing the parallel port latency, we applied a signal
forwarding hardware. Using an ECP mode parallel port, we
measured the round-trip time of a signal written and read
from parallel port. The signal was written to a data port,
forwarded by hardware to a control port, where it was read
again. The time needed to write and read again was mea-
sured. All measured round-trip times were below 10−5 sec-
onds, which corresponds to the expected results [Ste06b].

The next measurement analyzes the magnitude of occur-
ing uncertainties. Therefore, we recorded stimulus presen-
tation and button response uncertainties for different dis-
play modes and experiment scenarios. Figure 5 shows a his-
togram for the parallel port device’s uncertainties. A number
of 60,000 checkevent loops was measured, the figure depicts
the number of uncertainty values (as percentage) falling into
a certain range. Three different execution modes were mea-
sured on system C: disabled tracking, enabled head tracking
with an idle user, and enabled head tracking with an interact-
ing user. Uncertainties are clearly below 0.5 ms in all modes,
with a majority less than 0.2 ms. Enabled tracking, regard-
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Figure 6: Mean values and standard deviations (SD) for the

hardware and software comparison. The reaction time (RT)

difference is measured as software reaction time minus the

measured hardware reaction time. While the absolute differ-

ences amounts to several milliseconds, the standard devia-

tions stays below 1 ms.

less of the user’s movement, produces slightly higher uncer-
tainty values.

Finally, we compared the software timing with the hard-
ware timing (for visual stimuli) described in section 5.1.
The software stimulus presentation timer and the optical sen-
sor worked independently. The optical sensor was attached
to the used display device, the software only observed the
frame buffer swapping. The button press signal was split and
then sent to the reaction time hardware as well as to the PC’s
parallel port. Using this setup, a comparison in accuracy
for both systems is possible. Two different scenes were dis-
played: a small scene with a single geometry and a large city
scene. The small scene was displayed at all systems with full
frame rate (i.e., the monitor’s refresh rate), while the large
scene was displayed with half frame rate. The measured dif-
ferences (software measured reaction time minus hardware
measured reaction time) are depicted in figure 6, the differ-
ence’s minimum and maximum values can be found in table
2. While there are measurement differences between hard-
ware and software, these differences stay relatively constant
during all measurements. The large absolute difference for
system C (cf. table 1) is explained by a different position of
the optical sensor for technical reasons. The standard devia-
tion of all comparisons is below 1 ms, the maximal jitter of
the software measured values is below 4 ms.

Table 2: Comparison of hardware and software measure-

ment. Depicted are minimum and maximum differences as

well as the differences’ standard deviation (SD).

System Scene Minimum Maximum SD
[ms] [ms] [ms]

A small -3.74 -2.19 0.39174
A large -2.61 -0.86 0.43192
B small -3.88 -2.31 0.34578
B large 2.0 3.6 0.27247
C small 9.11 12.43 0.63775
C large 11.69 12.77 0.20680

7. Discussion

In simple reaction time tasks average reaction times for
acoustic tasks lie between 120 and 130 ms and in visual tasks
between 160 and 170 ms. It is common practice to classify
reactions below 100 ms as anticipations.

The absolute value of reaction times is rarely the object
of observation. Instead, differences between trials induced
by different stimuli or virtual environments are analyzed.
Therefore, the differences between hardware and software
measurement are irrelevant, as long as these differences are
of constant value. When absolute reaction time values are of
interest, for example for a comparison with reaction times in
the literature, the constant value must be measured as done in
section 6. More important is the standard deviation, as well
as the maximum deviation of the measuring differences. As-
suming the hardware measurement represents the valid re-
action time, deviations are influences on the software mea-
surement by some unknown factor other than the factors in-
duced by the experimenter (cp. [FF03]). Deviations above 10
ms would be critical for simple attention paradigms because
differences between conditions could not be identified.

With growing scene and display complexity, the accuracy
requirement for reaction times decreases, as typically more
complex tasks have to be solved by the user. Therefore, it
may be possible to permit small inaccuracies in the form of
more flexible input devices into the system. Nonetheless, the
experimenter must decide which accuracy is required for the
study and therefore must be informed about possible inaccu-
racies.

Stable software reaction times with a standard deviation
below 1 ms independent of the complexity of the scene and
the applied display system qualify the system for a large
class of psychological experiments in virtual environments.

8. Conclusions

We presented the ReactorMan software as a toolkit for VR-
based psychological experiments. It aims at combining high
ecological validity with precise stimulus control. Experi-
ments can be designed by non-computer scientists and ex-
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ecuted on a variety of Virtual Reality platforms. The soft-
ware was successfully applied in several studies using Vir-
tual Reality as a research tool as well as a research topic.
The main part of this paper dealt with timing accuracy in
virtual enviroments. Two solutions were presented and com-
pared, a more accurate hardware solution, and a more flex-
ible software solution for measuring reaction times. The re-
sults achieved with the software measurement and evaluated
by the hardware approach revealed, that accurate stimulus
presentation can be combined with a high ecological valid-
ity.

As future research, commonly used VR devices will be
examined for reaction time experiments. The focus of future
work will concern improved usability and easier experiment
design. While scripting is a flexible solution, graphical tools
may be more intuitive for the psychological researchers.
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